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Rockport Community Meeting
Barnaby Reach Project

Thursday, December 10, 2015,  6:00 pm
Meeting location: Howard Miller steelhead Park in the ‘Clubhouse’

52804 Rockport Park Rd, Rockport, WA 98283

Meeting Purpose: Project update and discuss questions from the community about the project.

SUMMARY

Introductions and Agenda Review
Cynthia Carlstad (facilitator) opened the meeting and introduced the project representatives in
attendance:  Devin Smith (Skagit River System Cooperative (SRSC) project manager), Steve
Hinton (SRSC Restoration Program Director), Erin Lowery (Seattle City Light (SCL)), and Bob
Warinner (Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)).
Cynthia provided a brief overview of the meeting agenda. The meeting was held primarily to
provide an update on project status and have the project sponsors (SRSC, SCL, WDFW, The
Nature Conservancy) respond to questions that community stakeholder advisers had provided to
the project sponsors. The community advisers had compiled the questions from the residential
community in the south Rockport area.

Project Update
Devin Smith presented three slides (see attached slide presentation) that described the following:

 Project background – identification of opportunity/need, project alternatives analysis,
stakeholder engagement

 Next steps in technical analysis
 Anticipated project implementation timeline

Questions from the Community
Cynthia Carlstad introduced how the presentation and discussion for this section of the meeting
would be conducted:

 These questions were given to the project sponsors by community adviser Christie
Fairchild

 Many questions cannot be answered yet because the Barnaby Reach project is at such an
early stage

 Individual questions were addressed in the slide presentation to the extent possible at this
time.

 Project sponsors expect an ongoing discussion with the community on these questions, so
that all can be answered completely.
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Cynthia introduced the pyramid diagram to the
right, and stated that this diagram meant to
communicate that the foundation for the right
Barnaby project has three major components as
shown in the base of the pyramid.  Many of the
community’s questions about the project design
and assurances cannot be answered yet because
these aspects of the project have not been
developed yet.  The project team is still working
on making sure that the technical analysis is
grounded in solid data and knowledge, as shown
in the left block of the foundation.
Devin Smith presented each of the questions and
answers, to the extent the questions can be
answered.  Additional questions, comments, and
discussion occurred after each group of question slides were presented; questions and comments
were documented on flip charts and listed below:
Questions 1-3

1. Powerpoint presentation will be available on the project website
https://barnabystudy.wordpress.com/meetings/

2. Log jams – what about logs that get hung up on ELJs. Response:
This is usually beneficial, but potential safety issues are
acknowledged and must be monitored.

3. Is WSDOT concerned about log jams?  Is it necessary to put ELJs in the mainstem?
Response:  WSDOT has not indicated concern about log jams.  The placement of ELJs in
the mainstem is not decided at this point.

4. Are the project sponsors looking further up the river?  What effect has the WSDOT project
at Cascadian Farms had on the river? This is part of the technical analyses that has been
completed, and will continue to be evaluated in the next phase of technical analysis.

5. Why was the hatchery closed and how much water is needed to “re-water” Barnaby
Slough? Response: The hatchery was not functioning well, which led to WDFW’s decision
to close it.

6. Concern about boater safety issues with ELJs. Response:  Acknowledge and agreed.
7. Risk – 100-year flow criteria is insufficient. Response:  Next phase of technical work can

examine a larger flood scenario.
8. Risk is introduced simply by cutting a new channel. Response:  Comment noted.

Questions 4-7
1. The Skagit River has been moving south from Rocky Creek downstream. Response:

Comment acknowledged.
2. Scope of project – analysis should be larger in extent to fully consider potential offsite

impacts and upstream factors that could impact project. Response:  Completed analysis
extends well beyond the project boundaries, and future analyses may expand the area
further.

3. Related to Question 5 – What is the elevation difference between the 100-year flood and
spillover from the sloughs? Response:  Can follow-up with specifics on this.  The project
team intends to do more detailed topographic survey in that area.

4. The role of groundwater in flooding is important to understand. Response:  Acknowledged
and agreed.

5. What about low flows?  Extreme low flows could damage wells for domestic water supply.
Response:  Acknowledged and agreed.

6. What will the project sponsors do for the landowners if they are wrong about lack of

ELJ = Engineered
Log Jam
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impacts? Response: Assurances related to this have not been developed yet, and can’t
be until the project team has done more analysis and decided upon a project configuration.
The project sponsors are committed to developing assurances.

7. Wild and scenic designation – what restrictions will this impose, if any? Response:  Devin
has engaged USFS on this topic, but USFS will not provide specific information on
restrictions until a project configuration is developed and the project team submits for
regulatory approval.

8. It’s important to look at intermediate floods – between 2 and 100-year floods. Response:
Acknowledged and agreed.

9. How often is a 100-year flood “redefined”? Response:  There is not a clear answer for this.
It would typically be done for a specific gaging station in conjunction with FEMA floodplain
map updates. However, scientists can calculate this statistic for alternative time periods to
provide more current flood information to a project.

Questions 8-9
1. Need to be concerned about erosion more than flooding. Response:  comment

acknowledged.
2. Low flow – not enough to split between two channels (temperature issues). Response:

concern acknowledged; the project team is concerned about this as well.
3. Does USFS have authority over the Wild and Scenic designation? Response:  Yes
4. When was the last 100-year flood?  2003? Response:  Do not have this information at

ready; will need to confirm
5. How many 100-year floods have occurred in recent history? Response:  Do not have this

information at ready; will need to confirm.
6. Insurance? Response:  Comment noted.

Questions 10-11
1. Influence of dams? Response:  Seattle City Light gave a presentation to the Barnaby

Reach Project stakeholder advisory committee in September, 2015.  The presentation is
on the project website.  Seattle City Light would likely be willing to provide a similar
presentation to the Rockport community.

2. Market value – interested in assurances related to preservation of market value.
Response:  Comment noted.

3. Is it possible to put a berm parallel to Martin Road? Response: Protective measures can
be considered as part of the project.  The project team can’t respond specifically at this
time to this concept as they have not evaluated it.

4. Anxiety/quality of life – still an issue with river diversion. Response:  Comment
acknowledged.

5. Want to see stronger commitments from the project sponsors. Response:  Comment
acknowledged.

6. Project was begun in 2009? Response:  The opportunity for a project in the Barnaby
Complex was likely identified when the Skagit River Salmon Recovery Plan was in
development.  Those early discussions led to obtaining funding to examine possible project
configurations and the salmon benefits that could be achieved.

7. Follow up on Wildcat Steelhead Club. Response:  comment noted.

Questions 12-14
1. Are tribal funds being used to pay for project? Response:  The SRSC is managing

development of the project; funding to date has come primarily from state salmon recovery
funds.

2. FEMA – why wasn’t there a question on FEMA?  Residents aren’t in the floodplain.  Don’t
want to be reclassified into floodplain. Response:  Comment noted.  The FEMA maps
currently show most of the south Rockport properties in some level of floodplain
designation.  This may not match with what residents have experienced during flooding
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events.
3. Is BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs) funding being used? Response:  No
4. Happy to hear that project won’t move forward without community support. Response:

Comment acknowledged.
5. Assurances must be right. Response:  Comment acknowledged.
6. Want to see Barnaby Slough Hatchery functioning again. Response:  Comment noted.
7. Question intrusiveness of Alternative 4; prefer a lighter touch approach. Response:

Comment noted.
8. Concerned about safe passage of boats through ELJs. Response:  Comment

acknowledged.

Closing
Following the presentation and discussion on the Questions from the Community, project

sponsors and community member attendees talked in small groups and viewed map posters
of the project site and surroundings.

Attachments:
 Document:  Meeting announcement
 Microsoft PowerPoint slides


